Abstract
INTRODUCTION
In this paper are presented the preliminary results of a study conducted to design the optimal placement of monitoring stations for aiming an early detection of the intentional water distribution networks contamination. The proposed approach is based on the use of a predator-prey model, that is applied to multi-objective optimization. The implemented algorithm is applied to solve the sensor constrained contamination detection problem, which is polynomially equivalent to the asymmetric k-center problem, and then it is a NP-Hard problem (Berger, 2005) . In particular the predator-prey model is applied to find the optimal sensors placement evaluated, according to the four design objectives which are described in the BWSN manifesto (Ostfeld et al., 2006) . Both predators and preys are subjected to an evolution process. The competing coevolution approach has been chosen to avoid the problem of designing the fitness function or, in other words, to avoid the problem of locating the most representative contamination events. The candidate solutions and tests, that are used to evaluate these solutions, evolve simultaneously to find the optimal evaluation set (De Jong & Pollack, 2004) , and as a consequence to minimize the number of needed checks, during the selection of the optimal solution. Optimization methods usually leverage on a fixed objective function to find the optimal solution. This fixed objective function determines a particular gradient, which drives the course of the whole optimization process, and as a consequence it determines the optimization results beforehand. From this point of view the objective function design is crucial for a successful optimization process and it is strictly influenced by the degree of knowledge available about the problem to be optimized. In some cases it is not clear how to define the features required of problem solutions, but generally, if a test scenario is fixed, the relative performances of two potential solutions can be easily compared.
The difficult in defining the features required for solutions is usually approached by using simultaneously disparate optimization criteria; but the use of this method rises several questions connected with the establishing, in a implicit way, of mutual relationship among solutions evaluated, according to the different design objectives. These mutual relationships could lead to several problems, occurring during the optimization process, as disengagement, over-specialization and intransitivity (Watson & Pollack, 2001) . The consequence of the first two is a loss of gradient during the optimization process, while intransitivity can lead to cycling The above mentioned loss of optimization capability cannot be easily analyzed and managed in test based problems. In fact in this kind of optimization problems the performances of a possible solution is evaluated on a number of tests, which are usually chosen by a very large set of feasible tests, and the quality of the selected subset of them, to be used to evaluate the potential solutions, influences the performance of the optimization process. The quality of test scenarios means the ability to drive the optimization process, avoiding loss of gradient, and allowing the selection, without ambiguities, of the best solution. The sensor constrained contamination detection problem, as it is defined in BWSN manifesto, is a multiobjective optimization problem and it is as well a test based problem, because of the dependence of the sensor placement on the contaminant injection location. Competitive coevolution is a promising way to approach this kind of optimization problems and in this paper it is shown how to leverage on evolution of both tests and solutions to find a sub-optimal sensor placement. Pareto coevolution is the key feature to achieve these results. Following Pareto coevolution, an evaluation function will prefer a solution, or a test, over another if the former strictly dominates the latter. A potential sensors placement will be evaluated better than another if the former has at least the same value of the latter for every objective function, and a better value for at least one objective function. Expected time of detection (Z 1 ), expected population affected (Z 2 ), expected demand (Z 3 ), and detection likelihood (Z 4 ) are the four objective functions taken into consideration of evaluating a potential solution of the test based problem. To evaluate a potential solution, with respect to the above mentioned four objectives, there is the need to fix a test scenario, which is represented by a single contamination event, which may occur at any network node and begin at any time. To select the most useful tests, a population of feasible tests is subjected, simultaneously with the population of sensors placement potential solutions, to an evolution process. In this case as well a potential test will be evaluated better than another if the former dominates the latter. The capability of making useful distinctions among solutions is the first criterion to evaluate the quality of a test. It means that the evolution process should be able to select the subset of tests which minimize the number of comparison between solutions, in which the dominance of the former over the latter is not decidable. The second criterion is the hostility towards potential sensor placements. It means that a test will be evaluated better than another if the best solution evaluated with respect to the former test is dominated by the best solution evaluated with respect to the latter test. In the next section a detailed description of the proposed methodology is shown.
METHODOLOGY
A relevant characteristic of the proposed metaheuristic approach is the adaptability, which makes it capable to flexibly accommodates complex situations and, should any problem be raised, the performance of the model is progressively degraded rather than completely and abruptly "collapsing" (Gueli, 2001 ). Furthermore, a noticeable tolerance is gained in respect of loss of gradient, as well as the capability to identify in short time heuristic solutions very close to the optimum ones in optimization applications. The proposed methodology is based on the implementation of an ecosystem model which allows the concurrent evolution of the potential sensor placement population and the test set population, in similar way as in the predator-prey model. In this section the above described idea will be translated into an outline for algorithms: 
end
The first step is the random generation of the population of the potential sensor solutions, each individual set i of this population is designed as follow:
IDs represent the single node identification in which the sensor is located, and the IDs in the same individual item are generated without replication. The second step is the random generation of the population of potential tests, each individual set i of this population is designed as follow:
In this case as well each individual item is generated without replication. Each array element is represented by a couple of number. The first one is the ID of a single node identification in which contaminant intrusion will occur. The second one is a real number which represents the time in which the contaminant intrusion will begin. The while loop determines the evolution of both sensor and test population. The stop criterion is the limit of the generations number. The first step, inside the while loop, is the generation of a new population of tests, based on the oldest one. This new population is created by using crossover or mutation operators. The crossover takes place with the probability of 0,10. The mutation operator takes place in the other case, and each array element is mutated with a probability of 0,50. The crossover operator has a complex behaviour when applied to the test population. In fact in this case it operates simultaneously on both the array of IDs and the array of real numbers representing the contamination start time. In the case of the array of IDs it operates as an usual crossover operator, selecting randomly a crossover point, within the representation of an individual, then interchanging the two parent individuals at this point to produce two new offspring; but simultaneously it applies the linear combination, using a weigh coefficient in the range between 0 and 1, of the real parameters, representing the start time of contaminant intrusion, beyond the selected crossover point (Pezzinga & Gueli, 1999) . After the creation of the new test population, the next step is the evaluation of the actual population of potential sensor solutions (S pop ) with respect to both actual test population and new test population (T pop ∪ NewT pop ). Each set of tests is evaluated with respect of the two criteria described above, the capability to discriminate the best solution and the hostility towards the potential sensor solutions. The select function has the responsibility to replace each individual of the actual test population (T pop ) with the new individual (NewT pop ) if the latter dominates the former. Successively the best set of tests is selected, it is the individual of T pop which dominates the others and it is named BestTest. The eighth step is the generation of a new population of potential sensor solutions, based on the oldest one. This new population is created by using crossover or mutation operators. The crossover takes place with the probability of 0,10. The mutation operator takes place in the other case, and each array element is mutated with a probability of 0,50. In this case the crossover operates as usual interchanging of the two parent individuals, at the randomly selected crossover point, to produce two new offspring. After a new population creation of potential sensor solutions, the next step is the evaluation of actual population and new population of potential sensor solutions (S pop ∪ NewS pop ) with respect to the BestTest. Each potential sensor solutions is evaluated with respect to the four criteria described in the BWSN manifesto, and according to the fixed BestTest scenario. Finally a Select function is applied again, in this case this function replaces each individual of the actual population of potential sensor solutions (S pop ) with the new individual (NewS pop ) if the latter dominates the former. The above procedure is iterated until the number of fixed generations is reached.
Evaluation of a set of sensors
In this section it is shown, more in detail, how to evaluate set of sensors with respect to set of tests. The first step is the evaluation of a set of sensors with respect to a single fixed contamination event. The rating of each potential solution is calculated taken into account the four objective functions: Expected time of detection (Z 1 ), expected population affected (Z 2 ), expected demand (Z 3 ), and detection likelihood (Z 4 ). In the table 1 it is shown how to calculate the Z values of a single set of sensors with respect to a single contamination event. Z Spop i w i1 =min (z j1 ) w i2 =min (z j2 ) w i3 =min (z j3 ) w i4 =min (z j4 )
In table 2 it is shown how to calculate the Z values of a single set of sensors with respect to a set of n contamination events. ... ID n-1 , T n-1 w (n-1)1 w (n-1)2 w (n-1)3 w (n-1)4 ID n , T n w n1 w n2 w n3 w n4
The procedure shown above is used to evaluate both the population of set of sensors, and the concurrent population of contamination events. In case each set of sensors is evaluated with respect to the BestTest, which is the set of contamination events used as benchmark test scenarios, the procedure allows to compare two sets of sensors and returns one of the following results: one set dominates the other one, or neither sets dominates the each other. The same procedure is used to identify the BestTest. In this latter case the population of set of sensors is evaluated with respect to two different sets of tests, which can be compared according to the rating of the best set of sensors. The dominant rating is referred to a set of tests more hostile than the other. The proposed procedure can be easily adapted for taking into account different kinds of contamination scenarios. For example it must be slightly adapted, in case of more than one simultaneous injection locations, modifying only the coding of potential tests population as follow: In the same way it is possible to easily adapt the proposed algorithm to take into account a large variety of different scenarios. As above mentioned the algorithm performances depends, as well as on its software design, on several typical problems that are potential obstacle in coevolution, as over specialization, disengagement or cycling; the impact of these problems on the optimization process is briefly discussed in the next section.
SUMMARY OF SENSOR DESIGN

Potential obstacle in coevolution
In this paper coevolution has been used to design an algorithm for optimization problems in which the performance of individuals can be evaluated by tests. Since optimization process, obtained through coevolution, is based on the interaction between different evolving populations the consequence is a possible loss of gradient and the recurrence of previously visited states of both the evolving populations.
In fact a changing set of tests can cause, during the optimization process, the evolving solutions to focus on different objective over the generations. Disengagement, over-specialization and cycling can be avoided by using mechanisms that favour monotonic progress. In this work it has been adopted a criterion of Best test selection based on its capability of making useful distinctions among solutions. This criterion permits to select tests that are able to minimize the number of best solutions, supporting in this way monotonic progress. In particular about cycling the following figure shows the number of recurrences, over the generations, of contamination events included in a 10 events array. In the Figure 3 it has been traced each recurrence of contamination events that come from the last Best test. It shows that the last Best test is not previously visited during the evolution process, and only few events, included in the last Bests test array, have been included previously in other Bests tests.
As above mentioned the capability of the implemented algorithm to support a monotonic optimization process depends on its cleverness in making a distinction between two different solutions. This capability permits the selection, generation by generation, of Best tests that are able to drive the optimization process leveraging on Pareto dominance. Furthermore in the figure 4 it is shown the trend over generations of the number of indistinguishable best solutions. In particular it is shown that the average number of indistinguishable best solutions, generation by generation, raging from 2 to 3. And even if in only one generation the proposed algorithm provided 4 different best indistinguishable solutions, its capability to make useful distinctions among solutions should be improved to guarantee the required gradient. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a novel methaeuristic approach has been presented and some preliminary results have been shown. The proposed approach is based on the use of a predator-prey model, that is applied to multiobjective optimization. The implemented algorithm is applied to find the optimal sensors placement evaluated, according to the four design objectives which are described in the BWSN manifesto. An ecosystem model, which allows the concurrent evolution of the potential sensor placement population and the test set population, has been implemented in C++. The capability of proposed algorithm to find a suboptimal design for locating sensor has been tested only on the cases A, B and C of the network n.1. Some potential obstacle in coevolution, as over specialization, disengagement or cycling; have been briefly discussed. The algorithm's capability to be easily adapted to take in account new scenario requirements and its inherent robustness has been underlined. Finally it has been observed that its capability to make useful distinctions among solutions should be further improved to guarantee the required gradient during the optimization process.
